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What Is Fascia?
FASCIA DEFINED 
Fascia is a thin casing of connective tissue that surrounds and holds every organ, 
blood vessel, bone, nerve fiber and muscle in place. Fascia does more than provide 
internal structure - it has nerves that make it almost as sensitive as skin and it 
transmits forces from one muscle to another.
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Pacini Corpuscles 
Detect vibration
Detect rapid pressure changes

Ruffini Corpuscles
Detect vibration
Detect rapid pressure changes
Detect sustained pressure

Fibroblasts 
Assist with proprioception (coordination) and nociception (pain)

Golgi 
Respond to muscle contraction
Respond to strong stretch

Interstitial
Respond to rapid and slow pressure changes

Nociceptors
“Free nerve endings”
Respond to chemical, thermal, mechanical pain inputs

SENSORY RECEPTORS IN FASCIA



What Is Fascia?

Directly under the reticular dermis, blends the skin and organs
Primarily supports adipose tissue, water, and superficial blood vessels
Able to stretch and withstand shear loads

Superficial Fascia
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Deep Fascia is mostly made of 2-3 layers of linear placed Type 1 Collagen fibers
Also includes random distribution of Type 3 Collagen fibers depending on 
location

Type 1 Collagen separated by loose connective tissue
Loose connective tissue: Water, Ions, Glycosaminolgycons, Hyaluronic Acid 
(HA) 

Deep Fascia

Critical component of the fascia complex
Can be detrimental when there is too much 
If HA polymers are too large, they can cause angiogenesis, inflammation, and 
immunogenic responses

Hyaluronic Acid Note



Fascia Injuries

Excessive exercise and overuse injuries may increase HA levels and pH levels
High levels of HA worsens the mobility and sliding of muscles, nerves, and 
skin

The higher the HA viscosity, the less the body is able to handle 
stress/load

High pH due to excessive lactic acid also negatively increases HA viscosity 
Increased HA and pH levels causes fascia densification to occur

Fascia densification means worsened fascia and nearby tissue mobility/sliding
The result is bad input to nearby mechanoreceptors --- they lose the ability to 
properly distinguish movement patterns
Reduced fascia mobility/sliding affects the communication between and 
within fibroblasts

Microtubules over-stretched from fibroblast dysfunction cause poor 
communication within the nucleus which then triggers inflammation

The spiral of worsened mechanoreceptor and fibroblast response causes 
further tension to occur (paradoxical stabilization due to communication 
confusion)

Increased tension causes further fascia densification

OVERUSE INJURIES & FASCIA
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Fascia Related Pain

Systemic pathologies (eg. stress from injury) increase cytokine production
Stress can increase fibroblast activity which in turn releases excess cytokines 
(inflammation)
Cytokines cause an increase in nociceptor response in the surrounding tissue
Inflammation around the nociceptors due to fascial densification can 
increase inflammation due to stress on system (spiral continues)

Densification may decrease mechanoreceptor response causing an 
overall change in positioning perception 
Descending signals from the dorsal roots can become blocked due to 
increased fascial density (bad communication)

Ultimately, this causes increased afferent pain responses to the brain
Densification may also cause a long term inflammatory response 
around the fibroblasts, mechanoreceptors , and nociceptors thereby 
activating a hypersensitive pain situation (hyperalgesia)

FASCIA & PAIN (Nociception)
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Endocannabinoids (ECBs) are likely a major part of the "runner's high" system
Decreased sliding of fascia may change the reaction of the endocannabinoid 
system within the fascia

The ECB system assists in reorganization of fibroblasts 
The ECB system acts with the central nervous system to dampen excessive 
sympathetic “noise”
If the fascia system cannot maintain its constant remodeling process 
because of a blocked ECB system due to densification, chronic pain may 
ensue

FASCIA RELATED PAIN & THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM 



Fascia Connections

Fascia muscular connections are important force transmitters
Important for energy maintenance 

If fascia is damaged/stressed, force transmission optimization worsens 
and energy efficiency is reduced

This results in a spiral of more fascia densification and inflammation 
and worsened proprioception

Eg. muscle firing sequencing with gait could worsen with fascia 
dysfunction thereby resulting in compensatory patterning and 
reduced muscle activity both locally and globally

One study found a strong connection and force transmission between:
 Latissimus Dorsi and Gluteus Maximus
Hamstrings and Gastrocnemius

FASCIA & HOW IT CONNECTS THE BODY
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Fixing Fascia

Heat
Heat tissue to 40 degrees Celsius (104 degrees Fahrenheit)

Improves HA viscosity and increase mechanoreceptor response
Massage

Can assist in polymerization of HA and restart healthy inflammation 
processes

CBD Oil
Functional Mobility & Stability Drills

Authentically targeting the proprioceptive system through movement is 
critical to retraining fascia to move and function properly

Eg. 3-dimensionally loading the glutes to lengthen properly during initial 
stance phase of gait to reduce abnormal tension in the ITBand

TREATMENT FOR FASCIA DISORDERS
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Fascia Injury Prevention
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Warming up pre-workout
Similar to fascia injury recovery, authentically targeting the proprioceptive 
system through movement is critical to retraining fascia to move and 
function properly

Functional muscle/fascia flexibility drills must be dynamic, 
individualized, and activity specific

Functional Loading
Because there are so many mechanoreceptors in the fascia, too much 
tension too soon can cause more inflammation
Functionally loading the fascia and surrounding muscles at an 
appropriate level is critical to reducing fascia adherence and 
densification

Cooling down after workout
Cooling down can help regulate and evenly disperse HA post exercise 

Hydration
Hydration helps maintain proper viscosity of HA within the fascia layers
Hydration may assist with pH balance as well

Long, slow stretching post workouts
Stretch and hold for 60 seconds to allow for fascial relaxation 

Sustained stretches can still be 3-dimensionalized!

FASCIA INJURY PREVENTION 
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